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Congressional debate for an equal
rights amendment to the U.S.
Constitution began over fifty years ago,
and came to fruition when the proposed
Twenty-Seventh Amendment was placed
in the hands of state legislatures in
1972. As of March 1974, thirty-three
states had accepted it, five states shy of
the required number needed for
ratification. Both the proponents and
opponents of ERA look towards the
Commonwealth of Virginia as a key
state in the furtherance of their
respective cause. This article will explore
Virgi nia's approach to the Equal Rights
Amendment, the General Assembly's
assessment of the impact of ERA on
state statutes, and the strategies of the
contending forces in the ERA struggle in
the Commonwealth.

VIRGINIA'S RESPONSE TO STATE AND

FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL

AMENDMENTS FOR EQUAL RIGHTS

In 1971 Virginia became one of only
three states to ban sex-based
discrimination by constitutional
provision. 1 During the 1969 special
session of the General Assembly,
legislators supported a recommendation
made by the Commission on

lillinois and Pennsylvania were the first

states to add constitutional clauses proh ibiti ng

governmental discrimination on the basis of

sex.

Constitutional Revision to add an
anti-discrimination clause to the
proposed new Virginia constitution. As
incorporated into the constitution
adopted by the electorate on November
3, 1970, th is clause declares that:

. . . the right to be free from any
governmental discrimination upon
the basis of religious conviction,
race, color, sex, or national origin
shall not be abridged, except that
mere separation of the sexes shall
not be considered discrimination. 2

In the first test case of the Virginia
equal rights provision, Archer and
Johnson v. Mayes, 3 the Virginia
Supreme Court upheld a Virginia statute
exempting those women from jury duty
who care for children under sixteen
years old or care for " a person having
mental or physical impairment requiring
continuous care during normal court
hours....,,4 The court disavowed the
a p pe II a nts' claim that the statute
violated the state's anti-discrimination
provision and the "equal protection"
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment by
not granting the same jury exclusion
privileges to men under similar
circumstances on the grounds that the

2Va. Con., 1971, Art. I, Sec. 11. Hereafter

cited as Con.

3. Archer and Johnson v. Mayes, Advance

Sheets of Cases Decided in the Supreme Cou rt

of Virginia, Vol. 213, No.6, pp. 633-41

(1973).

4Va. Code, 1971, sec. 8-178 (30). Hereafter

cited as Code.

state's constitutional clause was no
broader than the Fourteenth
Amendment, not previously interpreted
by legal scholars as an " equa l rights"
provision. 5

Virginia proponents of the Equal
Rights Amendment claim the ruling
clearly reaffirmed their contention that
neither the state's constitutional
provision against governmental
discrimination on the basis of sex nor
previous U.S. constitutional amendments
have been effective in fully protecting
both men and women against legal
discrimination. Ratification of ERA,
they argue, is vitally needed to eliminate
the inequities inherent in our social
mores sanctioned by our existing legal
framework.

Historically Virginia's record on equal
rights has been short of laudable. The
state accepted the provisions of the
Fourteenth (due process and equal
protection) and Fifteenth (black male
suffrage) amendments only under duress
brought about by the Reconstruction
Congress. During the first quarter of the
twentieth century, Virginia resisted
ratification of the Nineteenth (women's
suffrage) Amendment despite active

5Addressing the U.S. House of

Representatives on May 16, 1973, Rep.

Martha Griffiths remarked: "There never was

a time when decisions of the Supreme Court

could not have done everything we ask today.

Ever since 1868, when the 14th Amendment

was added to the Constitution, its guarantee

of equal protection could have been

interpreted in this way, but has not been."

Congressional Record, May 16, 1973, p. 3703.
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lobbying efforts by prominent Virginia
women. P reva II ing attitudes that
"woman's place is in the home," that
"white supremacy" would be
endangered, that voting qual ifications
should be determined by the state, and
that suffrage rights for black women
were unthinkable blocked any hope for
early approval of the Nineteenth
Amendment by the Virginia Assembly.6

Congressional proposals for an
additional constitutional amendment to
spell out equal rights for men and
wo men appeared shortly after the
ratification of the Nineteenth
Amendment, but failed to generate any
appreciable support. After five decades
of congressional debate and support by
pre si de nts Eisen howe r, Kennedy,
Johnson, and Nixon, an unamended
version of the Equal Rights Amendment
passed the House of Representatives on
October 12, 1971, by an overwhelming
vote of 354 to 23. Senate approval came
on March 22, 1972 by a vote of 84 to
8. Although Virgi nia's congressional
representatives su pported ERA, both of
the state's U.S. senators, Byrd and
Spong, opposed the amendment, which
reads in its entirety:

Section 1. Equality of rights under
the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or
by any State on account of sex.

Section 2. The Congress shall have
the po wer to en force, by
appropriate legislation, the
provisions of this article.

Section 3. This amendment shall
take effect two years after the
date of ratification.

ERA IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY: A

VOYAGE THROUGH ROUGH SEAS

During the 1973 special session of
the General Assembly, the first
resolution to ratify the ERA, under the
sponsorship of Fairfax County Delegate
Dorothy McDiarmid, was introduced
into the House of Delegates and referred
to the House Privileges and Elections
Committee. A public hearing on the
resolution attracted over one thousand
women lobbyists, including heavy
opposition to the amendment from
members of the Virginia Federation of
Women's Clubs and STOP ERA, an ad
hoc organization devoted to defeating
the amendment. Phyllis Schlafly,
national chairman of STOP ERA, argued
on behalf of the anti-ERA forces that
"woman's place is in the home," citing
bib Iica I quotations which reflected

6 V irginius Dabney, Virginia: The New

Dominion (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and

Co., Inc., 1971), p. 477.
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woman's role as wife and mother.
Caught somewhat unprepared by the
organizational tactics and slight
numerical superiority of the anti-ERA
forces at the hearing, Virginia's
proponents of equal rights recognized
the need to coordinate their position
and to supply substantive supportive
evidence if they were to gain a tactical
advantage over the opponents' lobbying
efforts.

Although the House Privileges and
Elections Committee voted thirteen to
two against reporting ERA to the House
for a vote in 1973, the General
Assembly did approve further
exploration of the bill by authorizing a
Joint Privileges and Elections Committee
from the House and Senate to study the
impact of the Equal Rights Amendment.
Subsequently a subcomm ittee of the
Joint Privileges and EJections~Committee

appointed a task force of five eminent
Virginia lawyers to study the possible
effects passage of ERA would have on
existing state statutes and to report to
the committee during the 1974
legislative session.

Following examination of the
Commonwealth code in the areas of
health, safety, family, property rights,
criminal and military law, the task force
concluded that ratification of ERA by
the General Assembly would necessitate
only minimal changes to bring Virginia's
law into conformity with the proposed
amendment. Dr. Harold G. Wren, dean
of T.C. Williams Law School and
chairman of the task force, observed
that Virginia's constitutional provision
against governmental discrimination in
1971 and the deletion of numerous
references to sex gender in the state
code during the 1973 General Assembly
had already eliminated in Virginia many
of the major problems other states
would have to solvenin-order to conform
existing state statutes to ERA
provisions. The task force noted that
only minor alterations would be
required in family law, health and safety
regulations, and property rights, with
more substantial changes needed in the
area of criminal law and state and
federal military statutes. The most
controversial issues are the drafting of
women into military service on an equal
basis as men (should the draft be
reinstated); the integration of prison
facilities; and the extension of legal
protection to victims of traditionally
"men's" or "women's" crimes, such as
rape, regardless of sex.

The task force report was praised by
both opponents and proponents of
ERA, each claiming that it substantiated
its contentions. At a second public
hearing on February 13, 1974, lobbyists
alternately used the report to accentuate

the "good" or "bad" features of- the ~
Equal Rights Amendment. Over six
hundred members of interest groups
throughout the state, this time with the
pro-ERA supporters slightly
outnumbering the opposition lobbyists,
crowded into the State Department of
Highways auditorium in Richmond in an
attempt to influence legislative opinions.
An analysis of the development and
organization of the contending forces
reveals that both the pro- and
anti-ERA forces adapted their lobbying
techniques based upon the experiences
gained from the previous rejection of
ERA in the House Privileges and
Resolutions Committee.

STRATEGY OF THE ANTI-ERA FORCES

With thirty-three states having ratified
the Equal Rights Amendment, the
opponents of ERA appeared determined
that Virginia would not be among the
five remaining key states needed to
implement the amendment as part of
the U.S. Constitution. Unlike the
previous year's hearing at which
anti-ERA women argued primarily on
the emotional appeal to preserve the
traditional family role of women, ERA
opponents in 1974 concentrated on
three major themes. First, Virginia's
ratification is unnecessary because of its
co n stitutional provision against
governmental discrimination on the basis
of sex and prevailing federal legislation,
particularly the federal Equal Rights and
Equal Pay acts, which prohibit employee
discrimination on account of sex.
Second, adoption of the ERA would
result in an usurpation of state
constitutional power in favor of federal
control of problems which should be
resolved on the state and local
government levels. And third, women
are neither willing to accept the
responsibilities attendant upon passage
of the ERA, nor are they willing to give
up their "superior" position in home
and fami Iy life. 7

T here has been considerable
discussion of the political alignments
produced by the ERA campaign. While
there is a substantial amount of
cross-cutting of the usual group
alignments, it appears that the
opponents of ERA are
disproportionately on the conservative
side of the political spectrum, while the
proponents fall more on the Ii beral side.
For example, one of the most vocal

7 Alyse O'Neill, chairman of Virginia STOP

ERA, told members of the Joint Privileges and

Elections Committee: "Please don't make us

stoop to equality.... We love being treated

with superiority." Roanoke Times, February

13, 1974, p. 1.



opponents of ERA is Phyllis Schlafly,
who for more than a decade has been
associated with conservative and
arch-conservative causes. At hearings of
the Privileges and Elections Committee,
statements of opposition to ERA came
from leaders of a variety of groups,
including the Virginia Farm Bureau, the
Virginia Federation of Women's Clubs,
the Diocesan Council of Catholic
Women, and the Virginia Federation of
Junior Women's Clubs. While the
political orientation of such groups is on
the whole from moderate to
conservative, it should be noted that not
all groups with that orientation al igned
themselves with the opposition. Thus
the Virginia State Bar Association and
the Virginia Association of
Counties-neither ordinarily associated
with liberalism-took a stand in support
of ERA.

On the other hand, many of the
Virginia groups in support of ERA have
a moderate to liberal orientation.
Statements of support during the 1974
session came from a wide variety of
labor, minority, professional, religious,
and civic groups-including (in addition
to those mentioned above) the Virginia
components of the AFL-CIO, Common
Cause, Women's Political Caucus, the
American Association of University
Women, the United Methodist Church,
the League of Women Voters, the
Vi rginia Education Association, the
National Council of Jewish Women, the
Unitarian Church of Arlington, and the
American Council of Railroad Workers.B

STRATEGY OF THE PRO-ERA FORCES

Following last year's unsuccessful
attempt to bring the ERA to the House
floor for a vote, a small group of
Northern Virginia women, headed by
Arlington attorney Elise Heinz,
organized an information clearing house,
Vi rg inia ERA Central, to identify
Commonwealth proponents of the ERA.

On January 17, 1974, the Congress
of Women's Organizations, representing
111 state and local women's associations
in Virginia, sponsored an informal
breakfast in Richmond attended by
approximately two hundred
representatives from the women's
congress and fifty members of the
General Assembly to acquaint legislators
with supportive views of the ERA. By
meeting and speaking with the
legislators, the ERA supporters hoped to

BAs could only be expected, there was also

some division of opinion among members of

all groups. There was not even unanimous

support from the ·five female members of the

House of Delegates; Independent Delegate Eva

Scott of Dinwiddie took a stand in opposition

to ERA.
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dispel the opposition's contention that
pro-ERA women were radical, militant
women's "libbers,"9 and to emphasize
that the women proponents of ERA in
Virginia were members of recognized,
established associations within the state.
Rather than relate to numerous
prominent national organizations which
have publicly supported ERA, the
amendment's proponents concentrated
on testimonials and resolutions by
Virginia citizens. During the second
public hearing on ERA, over sixty
speakers voiced their approval for the
amendment.

Proponents of the Equal Rights
Amendment believe that a constitutional
amendment is needed because (1) sex
should not be a determining factor in
the legal rights of both men and women;
(2) persistent patterns of sex
discrimination in social, economic,
educational, and cultural aspects of life
have not been eliminated under existing
state and federal legislation; and (3)
Virginia's constitutional provision against
sex discrimination, as evidenced by the
ruling in Archer and Johnson v. Mayes,
has not afforded equal rights to both
men and women in the Commonwealth.
Passage of ERA, they assert, wi II not
result in a "Parade of Horribles," such
as unisex restroom facilities; nor can it
eliminate the distinctive inherent
physical differences between men and
wo m en. Proponents agree that
ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment will not eliminate the need
for judicial litigation in areas of sex
discrimination; rather, it will provide a
national impetus for the resolution of
such litigation and make it clear that the
bu rden of proof is not on each woman
plaintiff to show that sex discrimination
is "unreasonable."

LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE TO ERA

Although ERA was not a major
campaign issue in the 1973 November
election, winning candidates tended to
favor the amendment. Of the
twenty-two member turnover in the
House of Delegates, more than half of
the outgoing delegates opposed ERA,
five expressed support of it, and four
were undecided. Fourteen newly elected
delegates openly supported it. In
Northern Virginia, ten pro-ERA
incumbents won re-election, including
Dorothy S. McDiarmid, who
reintroduced the resolution in the House
d u ring the 1974 session with
twenty-seven co-sponsors.

9For a distinction between the "women's

Iiberation movement" and the "women's

rights movement," see Catherine East,

"Impact of the Equal Rights Amendment," 3

Human Rights 138-142 (Summer 1973).

On the other hand, Virginia's
Attorney General Andrew Miller, who
was re-elected with the largest majority
ever afforded a cand idate for that office,
reversed his pre-election stand in support
of the Equal Rights Amendment. During
the February 27, 1974 meeting of the
House Privileges and Elections
Committee, a memorandum drafted by
the Attorney General's Office was read
behind closed doors to committee
members immediately preceding a final
vote on the resolution. The then secret
inter-office memorandum suggested that
passage of ERA would render illegal the
use of separate male and female bath
and toilet facilities in public buildings
and institutions and repeated the task
force contention that school dormitories
and prisons would be fully integrated
without regard for sexual distinction.10

Amidst cries of impropriety from
non-committee members and lobbyists
who were asked to briefly leave the
meeting room, the committee returned
from closed session publ icly to vote
down the ERA resolution by twelve to
eight. Despite the inappropriate timing
of the controversial memorandum,
committee members denied that the
voting margin was altered as a result of
it. The final blow to the Equal Rights
Amendment in the 1974 legislative
session was dealt during the February 28
meeting of the Senate Privileges and
Elections Committee. By a vote of ten
to five, the committee voted to "pass
by" the Senate version of the ERA
resolution sponsored by Senator Clive
DuVal, Democrat of Fairfax. The vote
to "pass by" the resolution was
tantamount to killing it, since the
committee was not scheduled to meet
again until after the Senate deadl ine for
acting on resolutions during the 1974
legislative session.

An analysis of the alignments on
both the House and Senate Privileges
and Elections committees reveals few
discernible patterns among members

lOThe contents of the secret memorandum

from the Attorney General's Office added

little to the Joint Privileges and Elections

Committee subcommittee Task Force report

on the impact of the Equal Rights

Amendment on Virginia's statutes, particularly

the addendum of Professor A.E. Dick Howard

wh ich states that ERA would require

integration of the prison system, but not the

integration of men and women within the

cells themselves. Howard concluded that the

courts would look to the legislative history of

the amendment and Congressional intent that

a sphere of privacy be recogn ized. Letter from

A.E. Dick Howard to Senate and House

Committees on Privileges and Elections,

General Assembly of Virginia, February 1,

1974.



who opposed or supported the Equal
Rights Amendment. Of the twelve
members of the House Privileges and
Elections Committee who opposed the
ERA, nine are Democrats, two are
Independents, and one is Republican.
Seven opposition members represent
rural districts, while five were elected
from predominantly urban areas. They
average forty-eight years of age and have
served in the House of Delegates for an
average of thirteen years. With the
exception of one delegate, Lacey E.
Putney of Forest, a new member
appointed to the House Privileges and
Elections Committee following its
enlargement from fifteen to twenty
members, all of the opposition members
have previously voted against the ERA
resolution in 1973.

House Committee support for the
ERA came from five Democrats, and
three Republicans, six 0 whom
represent urban areas while only two are
from rural districts. Although the
average age (forty-seven) of the
pro-E RA members of the House
Privileges and Elections Committee is
comparable to the opposition
committeemen, the average years of
service in the House of Delegates for the
former is only five years, eight years less
than the latter. In addition, five
members of the committee who voted
for ERA were newly appointed to the
House Privileges and Elections
Committee.

In the Senate Privileges and Elections
Committee, nine Democrats and one
Republican, averaging fifty-seven years
of age and nine years of service in the
Senate voted to "pass by" the ERA
resolut'ion during the 1974 legislative
session. Of the ten committeemen in
this category, seven represent rural and
three represent urban senatorial districts.
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On the other hand, four Democrats and
one Republican comprised the five
senators who voted against "passing up"
the ERA resolution this year. They
averaged fifty-five years of age and
nearly seven years in the Senate. Four
pro-E RA Senate committeemen were
elected from urban districts, while only
one represents a rural area.

Taken as an aggregate, there is little
difference between the average ages,
party affiliation, and urban-rural
constituency of the members of the
Joint Privileges and Elections
Committee. Only in the House
committee does any clear distinction
emerge, revealing that committee
members with fewer years in the House
of Delegates more readily support the
Equal Rights Amendment. With the
exception of James Thompson,
Chairman of the House Privileges and
Elections Committee, Northern Virginia
legislators on both committees voted in
favor of ERA, while votes were
scattered among committeemen from
southern portions of the
Commonwealth. The proximity of
Northern Virginia committee members
to the state's majo.r Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area and large
percentages of professionally employed
women have undoubtedly influenced
their stand in favor of the Equal Rights
Amendment.

The effect of the Equal Rights
Amendment has been the subject of
thorough investigation and debate, much
of which has been based upon
ungrounded fears and emotions. To be
sure, the primary purpose of the ERA is
to grant constitutional assurance that
sex will not be a factor in determining
the legal rights of men and women. It
relates only to governmental actions and
does not, in a~y way, affect the private

relationships between men and women ~

or the continuation of "homemaking" as
a respected and demanding role. The
fact that the status of women in
Virginia is not equal to men has been

well documented. I I Though substantial
improvements have been made in
Virginia towards elimination of
inequality on the basis of sex, previous
state and federal constitutional
amendments have not recognized the
fundamental dignity and individuality of
all citizens.

Under current operating rules for
standing committees in the General
Assembly, the House and Senate
Privileges and Elections committees are
not obligated to refer a resolution to the
respective floors for a vote. Yet voting
the ERA resolution out of committee
need not be interpreted as support of its
provision slnce commiue embers
may reserve the right to oppose it at a
later time. Resolutions of far lesser
importance have been considered worthy
to reach the floor of the Virginia House
and Senate. Because of its far-reaching
national effects, the Equal Rights
Amendment or any constitutional
amendment deserves consideration by all
the elected members of the General
Assembly_ Failure of the Virginia
Assembly to vote on the Equal Rights
Amendment after two years of
committee examination can only be
viewed as an embarrassment to the
thirty-three states which have ratified it,
and to the states which have rejected it
as well.

USee Will iam J. Serow and Julia H.

Martin. "The Status of Women in Virginia,

1960-1970," University of Virginia News

Letter (Charlottesville: Institute of

Government, University of Virginia), March

1974.
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ERRATA

The May 1974 News Letter by Nancy Joyner entitled "The Commonwea1th Us
Approach to the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)" contains several factual
errors 0

It was incorrectly reported (page 35, column 3) that Attorney
General Miller's memorandum to the House Privileges and Elections
Committee constituted a reversal of his pre~e1ection stand in favor of
ERA. Attorney General Miller advises us that in fact he did not support
the Equal Rights Amendment during the 1973 campaign because, unlike
the Virginia ConstitutionOs anti-discrimination clause, it does not
expressly secure the right of privacyo

It was incorrectly reported (page 34 f column 1) that senators
Byrd and Spong opposed the Equal Rights Amendment in the Uc SQ Senatee
In fact, both senators voted for ERA on final passage, and Senator
Spong as well voted against several Ervin amendments designed to dilute
the measureo

It was incorrectly reported (page 36, column 1) that Delegate
Lacey E~ Putney was a newcomer to the House Privileges and Elections
Committee in 19740 In fact, Delegate Putney has served several terms
on that committeeo

It was incorrectly reported (page 35, column 1, footnote 8) that
there are five female members of the House of Delegates in 19740 The
correct number of female delegates is sixo

Finally, it should be noted that the correct spelling of the House
Majority Leader's name is Thomson (page 36 g column 2)0

The editor deeply regrets these errors, which in the final analysis
are his responsibility 0 Every effort will be made to prevent a recurrenceo

Clifton McCleskey
Editor


